
Robert Smith 
Senior Warehouse Operator

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Over 20 years of large production, operations, and management 
experience. Hazmat and Tanker Endorsements. Detail oriented, skilled at 
performing general maintenance, driving forklifts, stackers and semi-trucks.
A team player, skilled at reinforcing exceptional customer service. Self 
motivated, deadline d.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Senior Warehouse Operator
ABC Corporation -   1993 – 2004 

Responsibilities:

 Lifted, stacked and un-stacked articles and materials with forklift 
attachments.

 Moved raw materials and finished goods to processing or dispatch areas
of factory.

 Ensured goods were stored in the correct area of a warehouse to 
complete orders in an efficient manner.

 Operated forklift to load transport vehicles, ensuring loads were evenly 
and securely positioned.

 Serviced and made adjustments to the forklift.
 Mill Operator For soap production, accurately mixed and weighed all the

ingredients required for each batch needed.
 Ensured all the production equipment was maintenance and thoroughly 

cleaned, before switching to a different product.

Warehouse Operator
ABC Corporation -   1989 – 1993 

Responsibilities:

 Am responsible for picking orders for customers.
 Am required to pick accurately and stack product on a pallet as securely

and square as possible.
 Am responsible for putting away product using a stand up fork lift.
 Pick full pallets with a stand up.
 Unload trailers with a standard fork lift.
 Also load trailers using a sit down forklift.
 Process packages for UPS as well..

Education

Commercial Truck Driving Training - 2005(Tri-County Trucking School 
- Middletown, OH)
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Floor care, Management,
Problem Resolution.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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